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Australian Nationhood and Outback Indigenous Peoples 1991 criticism of the focus of policies on
indigenous peoples with particular reference to northern australia argues for the development of
political institutions which reflect the right of aborigines to cultural autonomy comparison with canada
indigenous peoples role in the development of pluralist societies
Australian National Bibliography: 1992 1988 this book offers students and practitioners a
sophisticated and convincing framework for rethinking the usual approaches to resource management
it uses case studies to argue that professional resource managers do not take responsibility for the
social and environmental consequences of their decisions on the often vulnerable indigenous
communities they affect it also discusses the invisibility of indigenous people values and knowledge
within traditional resource management it offers a new approach to social impact assessment methods
which are more participatory and empowering the book employs a range of case studies from australia
north america and norway
Rethinking Resource Management 2002-01-31 european colonisation has marginalised the first
peoples in industrialised countries such as australia and canada in remote regions still the homes of
large aboriginal indian and inuit populations this legacy remains strong modernisation the boom and
bust model of state and private development and the partial and biased assistance provided by the
state have eroded many communities through their disregard for socio economic structures and the
beliefs which underpin them third world in the first explores the past present and future of these
peoples their treatment by the west and the alternative strategies of development which might be
available to them
Third World in the First 2013-04-03 this book encompasses the whole history of aboriginal and torres
strait islander housing
Settlement 2000 this new study offers a timely and compelling account of why past generations of
australians have seen the north of the country as an empty land and how those perceptions of australia
s tropical regions impact current policy and shape the self image of the nation it considers the origins
of these concerns from fears of invasion and moral qualms about leaving resources lying idle from
apprehensions about white nationhood coming under international censure and misgivings about the
natural attributes of the north and elucidates australians changing appreciations of the natural
environments of the north their shifting attitudes toward race and their unsettled conceptions of asia
Environment, Race, and Nationhood in Australia 2016-06-15 this book clarifies and verifies the
role sport has as an alternative marker in understanding and mapping memory in japan by applying
the concept of lieux de mémoire realms of memory to sport in japan japanese history and national
construction have not been short of sports landmarks since the end of the nineteenth century western
style sports were introduced into japan in order to modernize the country and develop a culture of
consciousness about bodies resembling that of the western world japan s modernization has been a
process of embracing western thought and culture while at the same time attempting to establish what
distinguishes japan from the west in this context sports functioned as sites of contested identities and
memories the olympics baseball and soccer have produced memories in japan but so too have martial
arts which by their very name signify an attempt to create traditions beyond western sports because
modern sports form bodies of modern citizens and at the same time offer countless opportunities for
competition with other nations they provide an excellent ground for testing and contesting national
identifications by revealing some of the key realms of memory in the japanese field of sports this book
shows how memories and counter memories of sport moments places and heroes constitute an
inventory for identity this book was originally published as a special issue of sport in society
Sport, Memory and Nationhood in Japan 2013-09-13 nationalism was ubiquitous in nineteenth
century europe yet we know little about what the nation meant to ordinary people in this book both
renowned historians and younger scholars try to answer this question this book will appeal to
specialists in the field but also offers helpful reading for any college and university course on
nationalism
Nationhood from Below 2011-12-12 the original papers collected in this pioneering volume address the
historical archaeology of aboriginal australia and its application in researching the shared history of
aboriginal and settler australians the authors draw on case studies from across the continent to show
how archaeology can illuminate the continuum of responses by indigenous australians to european
settlement and colonization taking an innovative approach to the relationship between archaeological
theory and contemporary australian history the book also examines the role of archaeology in current
debates over aboriginal land rights and the role of post contact archaeology in cultural heritage
management an introduction by the series editors places the australian material in the context of
indigenous archaeological studies worldwide the volume will be of interest to academic and public
archaeologists indigenous people anthropologists historians and heritage managers who deal with
indigenous communities
After Captain Cook 2004-03-01 demonstrates aboriginal people as the economic base of the kimberley
region review of government reports on the kimberley east kimberley impact assessment project the
crocodile hole report the kimberley region plan study report royal commission into aboriginal deaths in
custody native title population employment by region and occupation housing and community
infrastructure incomes by community cost of living regional industry mining horticulture agriculture
pastoral tourism aboriginal participation commonwealth funding and state spending on aboriginal
programs aboriginal relations with local government examples from five shires includes
ngaanyatjarraku shire state planning aboriginal plan 1993 individual departmental commitments
discussed economic role of regional aboriginal organisations role of atsic cdep programs
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Annual Bibliography 1993 historical account of the background and responses to the killings of
japanese and europeans in east arnhem land in the 1930s history of the creation of arnhem land and
early contact explorers pastoralists and missionaries establishment of roper river south goulburn
island emerald river milingimbi and yirrkala missions the slaying of five japanese trepangers at
caledon bay 1932 and fagan traynor and mccoll on woodah island 1933 subsequent trial of tuckiar and
its wider impact on the question of land rights role of the police government missions the press and
anthropology
Aboriginal People in the Economy of the Kimberley Region 1993 excellent coverage essential to
worldwide bibliographic coverage american reference books annual this comprehensive reference
provides current finding ordering information on more than 75 000 in print books published in or
about australia or written by australian authors organized by title author keyword you ll also find brief
profiles of more than 7 000 publishers distributors whose titles are represented as well as information
on trade associations local agents of overseas publishers literary awards more from d w thorpe
The "Black War" in Arnhem Land 1992 discusses atsic regional councils capacity to plan in terms of
four criteria decision making authority recognition adequate and appropriate resources legitimacy
presents brief case studies from atsic offices in northern australia concludes that given time and
commitment the process could shift from a top down system to one in which local needs are addressed
by aboriginal agencies at the local and regional level
Annual Report - Research School of Pacific Studies 1991 canadian experience of land claims
settlement
Australian Books in Print 1998 1998-04 combining critical reflections from scholars around the
globe as well as experiential records from some of the world s most tenacious explorers this book
interrogates the concept of the frontier as a realm of transformation exploration and adventure we
discover the affective power of social physical spiritual and political frontiers in shaping humanity s
abilities to change and become we collectively unpack the enduring conceptualization of the frontier as
a site of nation state identity formation violent colonization masculine prowess and the triumph of
progress in its place this book charts a more complex and subtle emotional geography amidst an array
of frontiers the expanding human psyche that is induced under free diving narcosis and tales of
survival on one of the most technically difficult mountains in the world the ogre chapters consider
solitude in the sahara near death experiences in tibetan buddhism the aftermath of a volcanic eruption
in bali the spanish imaginary snatched moments of sexual curiosity and many more this book will be of
upmost importance to researchers working on theories of affect the anthropocene frontier theory and
human geography it will be vital supplementary reading for undergraduates and postgraduates on
courses such as heritage studies human and cultural geography anthropology tourism studies and
history
Regional Planning by ATSIC Councils 1993 by understanding tourist destinations through the lens of
national identity the tourist may develop a deeper appreciation of the destination further tourism
marketers and planners may be better equipped to promote and manage the destination particularly
with regard to expectations of the potential visitor tourism and national identities is the first volume to
fully explore the relationship between tourism and national identities and the multiple ways in which
cultural tourism events and celebrations contribute to national identity it examines core topics critical
to understanding this relationship including tourism branding stereotyping and national identity
tourism related representation and experience of national identity tourism visitation site event
management and the relationship to cultural tourism the book looks at a range of international tourist
sites and events combines multidisciplinary perspectives and international cases to provide a thorough
academic analysis the interconnecting area of cultural tourism and national identity has been largely
overlooked in the academic literature to date this book gives considerable analysis to the complex
relationship between the two domains and indeed the multifaceted strategies used to define that
relationship written by an international team of leading academics tourism and national identities will
be of interest to students researchers and academics in tourism and related disciplines such as events
cultural studies and geography
An Aboriginal Northern Territory 1992 this book has two aims to offer a series of investigations
into aspects of contemporary politics such as race nation and gender and to articulate a critical
philosophical perspective with politically disposed treatments of contemporary cinema what the author
offers is a politics of critique inspired by kant in which he attempts to show what it can mean to think
the political the interventions into aspects of contemporary political issues as reflected in films
including hoop dreams lonestar father of the bride ii the adventures of priscilla queen of the desert
and to live and die in la are also influenced by deleuze derrida foucault and lyotard theorists loosely
regarded by the author as post kantian this is a polemical work aimed at encouraging critical ethico
political thinking its breadth of theoretical scope and empirical reference and the innovative style of
presentation will make it vital reading for all those with an interest in the linking of culture and politics
Antipode 1999 third and completely revised edition of a resource book first published in 1975 which
covers australian history from federation to the present emphasis is on an enquiry based approach to
the subject with questions accompanying documents and photographs indexed
Affective Geographies of Transformation, Exploration and Adventure 2018-06-27 this book is a
response to the burgeoning interest in cultural tourism and the associated need for a coherently
theorized approach for understanding the practices that such an interest creates cultural tourism has
become an important and popular aspect of contemporary tourism studies as well as providing a rich
seam of upscale product development opportunities in the industry as a whole much of the related
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literature however focuses upon describing and categorizing cultural tourism from a supply side
perspective this has prompted the taxonomizing of cultural tourists on the basis of their level of
involvement and interest in cultural tourism products and or their economic worth as a sought after
market segment there have been few recent attempts at a rigorous re theorization of the issues beyond
conventional representational theories this book aims to fill that void this groundbreaking volume
provides a theoretical and empirical account of what it means to be a cultural or heritage tourist it
achieves this by exploring the interactions of people with places spaces intangible heritage and ways
of life not as linear alignments but as seductive moments of encounter engagement performance and
meaning making which are constitutive of cultural experience in its broadest sense the book further
explores encounters in cultural tourism as events that capture and constitute important social relations
involving power and authority self consciousness and social position gender and space history and the
present it also explores the consequences these insights have for our understanding of culture and
heritage and its management in the context of tourist activity in capturing the cultural moment this
book provides a better understanding of the motivations on site activities meaning constructions and
other cultural work done by both tourists and tourist operators the volume confronts and explores the
cultural political and economical interrelations between culture heritage and the tourism industry in so
doing it also investigates how this co mingling of identity representation and social life may be better
apprehended with the wider shift in critical thought towards notions of affect and performativity the
book is a fundamental and influential contribution to research in this field it will be of significant value
to students academics and researchers interested in this broad topic area
Australian Film Tales 2010-12-12 the island is a powerful metaphor in everyday speech which extends
almost naturally into several academic disciplines including musicology islands are imagined as
isolated and unique places where strange exotic different and unexpected treasures can be found by
daring adventurers the magic inherent within this positioning of islands as places of discovery is an
aspect which permeates the theoretical methodological and analytical boundaries of this edited book
showcasing the breadth of current musicological research in australia and new zealand this edited
collection offers a range of subtle and innovative reflections on this concept both in established and
well charted territories of music research
Tourism and National Identities 2011-03-15 australian studies now introduces to an indian
readership many of the best scholars writing on australia today each essay engages with key debates
relating to the society and culture of contemporary australia and through analysis of australia s
literature and history as well as its cinema theater education its sports and its many religions
australian studies now provides insight into such major topics as australian nationalism
multiculturalism and aboriginal australia special attention is paid to australia s relationship begins
with a section on australian studies in india australian studies now will be of interest to those studying
and teaching about australia as well as those with the intellectual curiosity to know more about india s
cricketing rival and trading partner down under
Cinematic Political Thought 2019-08-07 examining international case studies including usa asia
australia and new zealand laurajane smith identifies and explores the use of heritage throughout the
world challenging the idea that heritage value is self evident and that things must be preserved
because they have an inherent importance smith forcefully demonstrates that heritage value is not
inherent in physical objects or places but rather that these objects and places are used to give
tangibility to the values that underpin different communities and to assert and affirm these values a
practically grounded accessible examination of heritage as a cultural practice the uses of heritage is
global in its benefit to students and field professionals alike
Experience of Nationhood 1992 through embodied and material practice research underpinned with
theories of new materialism tara page shows how our ways of knowing making and learning place are
entangled with embodied and material pedagogies
Disabling Diversity 2008 publisher description
The Cultural Moment in Tourism 2012-07-26 this book analyses the ways in which contemporary
women writers in the two settler colonies of australia and south africa explore notions of self identity
and place in their fiction
Bookbuyers' Reference Book 1993 engaging with asian australian writing this book focuses on an
influential area of cultural production defined by its ethnic diversity and stylistic innovativeness in
addressing the demanding new transnational and transcultural critical frameworks of such syncretic
writing the contributors collectively examine how the varied and diverse body of asian australian
literary work intervenes into contemporary representational politics and culture the book questions for
instance the ideology of australian multiculturalism the core periphery hierarchy the perpetuation of
orientalist attitudes and stereotypes and white australian claims to belong as seen in its myths of
cultural authenticity and authority ranging in critical analyses from the historic first chinese australian
novel to contemporary award winning sri lankan bangladeshi and filipino australian novels the book
provides an inside view of the ways in which asian australian literary work is reshaping australian
mainstream literature politics and culture and in the wider context the world literary scene this book
was originally published as a special issue of the journal of postcolonial writing
Musical Islands 2009-05-05 white sets himself a most ambitious task and he goes remarkably far to
achieving his goals very few books tell so much about australia with elegance and concision as does his
professor michael roe stimulating and informative an antidote to the cultural cringe canberra times to
be australian what can that mean inventing australia sets out to find the answers by tracing the images
we have used to describe our land and our people the convict hell the workingman s paradise the bush
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legend the typical australian from the shearer to the bondi lifesaver the land of opportunity the small
rich industrial country the multicultural society the book argues that these images rather than
describing an especially australian reality grow out of assumptions about nature race class democracy
sex and empire and are invented to serve the interests of particular groups there have been many
books about australia s national identity this is the first to place the discussion within an historical
context to explain how australians views of themselves change and why these views change in the way
they do
Australian Studies Now 2007 new voices new visions brings together a collection of papers that
engage with the ideas of nation identity and place the title new voices new visions harks back to
earlier scholarship that endeavoured to explore these issues it therefore makes links between old and
new stories of australian identity tracing the continuities shifts and changes in how australia is
imagined the collection is deliberately interdisciplinary gathering work by historians literary and film
scholars communication and cultural theorists political scientists and sociologists this mixed
perspectives enables the reader to trace ideas concepts and theories across a range of disciplines and
understand the distinctive ways in which different disciplines engage with ideas of nation space and
australian identity the book is written in an engaging and accessible manner making it an excellent
text for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the fields of australian studies it will be especially
useful for the growing number of students living outside australia who engage with australian
literature and culture the book provides a range of topics that introduces students to key issues and
concepts it also situates these ideas in historical context new voices new visions engages with key
contemporary issues in everyday australian life environment and climate change immigration
consumerism travel and cities it explores these various topics by considering case studies both
contemporary and historical for example the issue of attitudes to asia are analysed through art the
topic of national symbols through the case of the crocodile approaches to immigration via a popular
reality television programme the contributors to this book comprise some of the foremost australian
scholars as well as emerging scholars this combination ensures a depth of knowledge but also a
vibrancy the editors are experienced scholars whose knowledge of the field is broad and they have
brought a coherence to the material ensuring a strong narrative for the reader
Uses of Heritage 2006-11-22 thinking and writing about the past challenging what history might be
and how it could appear is an ongoing interest of this journal and an ongoing sometimes contentious
point of connection between cultural studies and history the shifts in how we research and write the
past is no simple story of accepted breakthroughs that have become the new norms nor is it a story
where it is easy to identify what the effects of cultural studies thinking on the discipline of history has
been history has provided its own challenges to its own practices in a very robust way while the
cultural studies has challenged what the past is and how it might be rendered from a wide ranging set
of ideas and modes of representation that have less to do with specific disciplinary arguments than
responses to particular modes textual filmic sonic particular sites nations indigenous temporalities
sexuality literature gender and perhaps a greater willingness to accentuate the political in the
historical
Placemaking 2020-06-18 packing death in australian literature ecocides and eco sides addresses
australian literature from ecocritical animal studies plant studies indigenous studies and posthumanist
critical perspectives the book s main purpose is twofold to bring more sustained attention to
environmental vegetal and animal rights issues past and present and to do that from within the
discipline of literary studies literary studies in australia continue to reflect disinterest or not enough
interest in critical engagements with the subjects of australia s oldest extant environments and other
beings beside humans packing death in australian literature ecocides and eco sides foregrounds the
vegetal and nonhuman animal populations and contours of australian literature critical studies relied
on in packing death in australian literature ecocides and eco sides include books by ca cranston and
robert zeller simon c estok bill gammage timothy morton bruce pascoe val plumwood kate rigby john
ryan wendy wheeler and cary wolfe the selected literary texts include work by merlinda bobis eric
yoshiaki dando nugi garimara francesca rendle short patrick white and evie wyld
Australian Cinema After Mabo 2004-10-27 australian genre film interrogates key genres at the core of
australia s so called new golden age of genre cinema establishing the foundation on which more
sustained research on film genre in australian cinema can develop the book examines what
characterises australian cinema and its output in this new golden age as contributors ask to what
extent australian genre film draws on widely understood and largely hollywood based conventions as
compared to culturally specific conventions of genre storytelling as such this book offers a
comprehensive and up to date survey of australian genre film undertaken through original analyses of
13 significant australian genres action biopics comedy crime horror musical road movie romance
science fiction teen thriller war and the western this book will be a cornerstone work for the
burgeoning field of australian film genre studies and a must read for academics researchers
undergraduate students postgraduate students and general readers interested in film studies media
studies cultural studies australian studies and sociology
Writing Woman, Writing Place 2004-06 wilderness provides a multidisciplinary introduction into the
diverse ways in which we make sense of wilderness how we conceptualise it experience it interact with
and imagine it drawing upon key theorists philosophers and researchers who have contributed
important knowledge to the topic this title argues for a relational and process based notion of the term
and understands it as a keystone for the examination of issues from conservation to more than human
relations the text is organized around themed chapters discussing the concept of wilderness and its
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place in the social imagination wilderness regulation and management access travel and tourism
representation in media and arts and the use of wilderness for education exploration play and therapy
as well as its parcelling out in parks reserves or remote wastelands the book maps out the historical
transformation of the idea of wilderness highlighting its intersections with notions of nature and
wildness and teasing out the implications of these links for theoretical debate it offers boxes that
showcase important recent case studies ranging from the development of adventure travel and eco
tourism to the practice of trekking to the changing role of technology use in the wild summaries of key
points further readings internet based resources short videos and discussion questions allow readers
to grasp the importance of wilderness to wider social cultural political economic historical and
everyday processes wilderness is designed for courses and modules on the subject at both
postgraduate and undergraduate levels the book will also assist professional geographers sociologists
anthropologists environmental and cultural studies scholars to engage with recent and important
literature on this elusive concept
Mediating Literary Borders: Asian Australian Writing 2019-09-19 the australian nation is a work
in progress so conclude the authors whose views are represented in this most recent offering in the
anzsog monograph series australia under construction nation building past present and future from its
beginnings as a settler society through to present day concerns about broadbanding the nation the
nation building narrative has resonated with australians the very idea of nation building has both
excited the popular imagination about what we might achieve as a society and a nation and has
occasioned despair about missed opportunities the eleven authors contributing to this monograph
reflect on these and other themes from a variety of perspectives they challenge our understanding of
the term nation building reflect on its contemporary relevance as a framework for public policy and
even re appraise the contribution of past iconic nation building endeavours to this subject the authors
bring intelligence wit and a healthy disdain for sacred cows a stimulating read for anyone interested in
the history challenges and prospects of nation building in australia
Inventing Australia 2020-07-28 mapping the contradictions and ambiguities in the cultural politics of
canadian identity the house of difference opens up new understandings of the operations of tolerance
and western liberalism in a supposedly post colonial era combining an analysis of the construction of
national identity in both past and present day public culture with interviews with white canadians the
house of difference explores how ideas of racial and cultural difference are articulated in colonial and
national projects and in the subjectivities of people who consider themselves mainstream or simply
canadian canadians
New Voices, New Visions 2012-03-15
Cultural Studies Review 2008-03-01
Packing Death in Australian Literature 2020-11-16
Australian Genre Film 2021-04-26
Wilderness 2016-04-14
Australia Under Construction 2008-04-01
House of Difference 2005-06-20
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